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This project has received funding from the 

EU’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement #769086

On 5th of November, 6 cargo bikes designed by a local manufacturer were introduced to more 
than 20 logistic companies. 

Outcome

During the event brand new state-of the-art cargo
bikes were presented to some of the biggest delivery
and logistic companies in the city. The measure was
carried out in the heart of the city, the entrance of the
Sea garden. Besides the interest of the participants,
there were many other people walking by having been
attracted by the cargo bikes during the testing period.
This measure aimed to introduce the objectives of the
project and to enlighten the business of the future of
logistics. The transition towards greener, safer,
environmentally friendly, time and space saving way
of goods transportation was highly appreciated and
welcomed by everyone. The first delivery with cargo
bike was successfully completed during the event by
Transpress, an international courier company.

Impact

In order to provide the best experience to all
participants we prepared an online form for cargo bike
reservations. Due to the high interest a free trial
ranging between a week and 3 months was offered to
the companies. The main impact was the awareness
rising among the business of the new greener way of
delivery. Through this measure we collected a lot of
recommendations by the companies which addressed
potential improvements and obstacles that could be
faced during the integration of the bikes.
The Try out was used by:
Red Cross Varna for 1 month period, bike used: Long
John. Two active riders. Use of bike: promotion
services
Transpress for 2 months period, bike used: Tricicle.
Two active riders. Use of bike: delivering of goods to
end customers
Bikerunner Varna for 1 month period, bike used:
Tricicle. Three active riders. Use of bike: Promotion
services and delivering of goods to end customers
Nothing is impossible Foundation for 1 month period,
bike used: Long John . Multiple active riders. Use of
bike: promotion services

Process

1. Defining the interested companies
2. Contacting them
3. Presenting the cargo bikes to the companies
4. Inviting them to use the online form for

reservation
5. Starting the test period and providing the bikes
6. Creating an online platform for information and 

data gathering (www.cargobikesvarna.com)
7. Data gathering

Try-out scheme
OBSHTINA VARNA

Contact – ivandimitrov84@gmail.com

Easy implementation

Cost of Try out 1750 lv

Replicability: easy

Recommendations

1. Take action: if thee are no cargo bikes available
through regular retailers, start building your own

2. Make sure you invite potential business users
personally

3. Listen to your users they can provide valuable

input for improvements

4. Gather data
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Collecting data about the bike testing and measurments for payloads for the new cargobikes

Outcome

During the tests, a weight sensor was installed to
ensure that companies would not overload the
bikes. Their movement was described on a map
to calculate their daily route and to study where
the problem areas were. A conversation is held
every week to describe the problems that the
bicycles had in order to be included in a report.

Impact

The bikes were monitored by the team,
important information was collected. Information
that would help the future development of cycling
infrastructure in the city, as well as the possible
business models that would arise from this new
way of transporting goods.

Process

1. Installing weight sensor to measure the load
capacity

2. Providing the bikes to the interested
companies

3. Gathering map data and weight capacity

4. Gathering data about problems, issues and
commendations

Data Analysis and Bike testing
OBSHTINA VARNA

Contact – ivandimitrov84@gmail.com

Hard implementation

7500 lv

Medium

Process

1. In order to produce resilient bikes that
can withhold the stresses of daily
heavy loads it is necessary to ensure
meticulous testing
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Inviting participants to webinars that were designed to demonstate how cargo bikes change the 
city

Outcome

By presenting the four Webinars to interested
companies and their subsequent placement on
the Internet portal, more information was
achieved about the project, the types of cargo
bicycles, how they could be used by
businesses, how much they would save and how
the test period in Varna was conducted.

Impact

The webinars achieved more than 10,000 views
in total, although each of them was presented
only to no more than 20 people. Questions came
from various media and interest in cargo bikes
increased. A large Bulgarian media outlet,
mainly dealing with logistics and transport, wrote
an article about one of the test companies, which
described their example of using a new green
way of transporting goods in the central part of
the city. The company itself commented that the
use of a cargo bike has completely replaced one
van and two employees, and after the test period
they will certainly continue to use the new
delivery method.

Process

1. Webinar 1 –How cargo bikes change the city
(28.11.2020)

2. Webinar 2 – Types of Cargo bikes
(23.01.2021)

3. Webinar 3- How to promote the cargo bikes
to the municipalities (02.04.2021)

4. Webinar 4- Case study of the test period in
Varna (10.04.2021)

5. All Webinars were uploaded on the
information portal
www.cargobikesvarna.com . All of them
combined received more than 10000 views
and counting.

Webinars
OBSHTINA VARNA

Contact – ivandimitrov84@gmail.com

Easy implementation

1000 lv.

Easy 

Recommendations

1. Make sure the content of the
webinar is tailored to the target
group

2. Advertise webinar on as many
channels as possible

3. Make webinar also available online
for persons that missed original
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One of the testing companies, that used the cargo bike for beverage delivery

Recommendations

Based on the mistakes and experiences, the
three most important suggestions should be
formulated as top tips. They should help to
implement the measure successfully.

1. Clear information

2. Tutorials how to ride the bikes

3. Clear business model

Outcome

Cargo bicycles helped this new company to
enter the market and start promoting a new way
to deliver fresh drinks in the Sea Garden of
Varna. By constantly informing the pedestrians,
the campaign reached the majority of the
citizens of Varna. For them, a cargo bike is no
longer a foreign word, but an environmentally
friendly way for the customer to be reached in
areas where cars are prohibited.

Impact

Bikerunner Varna embraced the idea of
cargobike deliveries. They used the bike to
promote the idea by delivering cold drinks for
free in the Sea Garden of Varna during the test
period. The initiative was very well received by
the citizens of Varna. There was a viral video
uploaded by a bystander that received more than
20.000 views on facebook and was shared over
100 times.

Process

Immediately after handing over the test bike, the
company appointed a fully qualified cyclist to be
smiling, informing and helping. A way was
created for citizens to contact Runner and
"order" their fresh drink to the required location.
This caused several videos on social networks,
which received a good response. The company
will consider continuing the business model after
the test period.

Bikerunner
OBSHTINA VARNA

Contact – ivandimitrov84@gmail.com

1-2 months testing

2000 lv

easy
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Study and analysis of the needs for the construction of a hub for cargo bikes on the territory of 
the city of Varna", under the CCCB project

Recommendations

1. Interviews with experts and logistic
companies

2. Using software to count the traffic coming in
and out of the Centre of the city

3. Borrowing the experience of the well
established countries in the field of cargo
bikes

Outcome

The best possible outcome will be to implement
the hub in Varna according to the outcome of the
study and analysis carried out. Other good
outcomes from the design and documentation
are: Further analysis about the traffic in the
centre of Varna, air pollution data, analysis for
the perfect spot, how the hub will change the
above-mentioned air pollution and congestion
problem of the city.

Impact

The benefits of using cargo bikes for delivery of
goods with a cargo hub are huge and visible.
• Environmental protection
• Elimination of traffic jams in the central part of

the city
• Reduction of vehicles
• Increase in physical health
• Cargo bikes reach their destination faster

than cars
• Anyone can do it
• Low maintenance costs

Process

The study was designed by a company of
professionals and experts in the field of mobility.
The design of the hub was done by featuring and
implementing different techniques borrowed from
the experience of other countries, but still
designed for the city of Varna and its needs. The
analysis of the current traffic situation was
measured with cameras and counting software.
This helped to better pinpoint the future location
of the Hub. Interested parties such as logistics
companies were interviewd about their needs
and suggestions.

Creating the design and documentation 
for the First City micro hub in Varna
OBSHTINA VARNA

Contact – info@mgims.eu

Effort: 8 hours per day, 5 
days a week for a month 
period, 5 person+ outside 
help+ camera counting 
software

29000 lv

Difficult


